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scientific writing for impact factor journals amazon com - scientific writing for impact factor journals eric lichtfouse on
amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers publish or perish this old adage illustrates the importance of scientific
communication essential to research, free access to scientific journals open access journals - open access journals are
the major source of knowledge for young and aspiring generations who are keen in pursuing a career in sciences this
system provides easy access to networks of scientific journals, scientific journals society for laboratory automation scientific journals celebrating scientific innovation since 1996 slas journal news watch the videos slas discovery and slas
technology readers authors editors and reviewers are practicing life sciences professionals, hierarchy of scientific
evidence keys to scientific - the hierarchy of scientific evidence i ve written about this topic before but i ran across an
article and the accompanying image above in an interesting website called compoundchem, how to get impact factor
open science - the progress of science wouldn t be possible without scientific journals which play a key role in reporting
new research findings with thousands of scientific journals published today obviously of various quality there is a need for
authors readers librarians or funders alike to have a reliable instrument for measuring a, writing cover letters for scientific
manuscripts - writing cover letters for scientific manuscripts release date september 29 2012 category scientific writing key
points summary always submit an accompanying cover letter with every manuscript, altmetrics a manifesto altmetrics org
- great ideas but with respect to divorcing a metric from the publication venue i m skeptical that it s possible after all the
matthew effect became the long tail in web talk, benjamins com mobile menu - about us john benjamins publishing
company is an independent family owned academic publisher headquartered in amsterdam the netherlands more, fake
news other trends make scientific publishing a - moreover not all journals are created equal for example the national
library of medicine curates an online catalog of scientific journals and journal articles called pubmed or medline, six things
to do before writing your manuscript elsevier - in 2005 elsevier asked me to give a course on scientific writing the course
was very successful and since then i have organized similar courses at least once a year, the business of academic
publishing - the business of academic publishing a strategic analysis of the academic journal publishing industry and its
impact on the future of scholarly publishing, meditation and cardiovascular risk reduction journal of - methodology
studies on meditation and cardiovascular risk reduction were searched for on pubmed using search terms including
meditation stress blood pressure hypertension smoking tobacco use insulin resistance metabolic syndrome atherosclerosis
endothelial function myocardial ischemia primary prevention and secondary prevention, programme efgcp events eu ysbrand poortman is a biologist by education and ever since his daughter got a neuromuscular disorder 1964 he is an
advocate of patients interests a co founder of patient alliances a bridge builder between expertise from science and
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